In response to the heavy canidate turn out for the office of ASCOT President, ASCOT scheduled the first annual presidential debate on Feb. 1.

Although the debate was scheduled on short notice (the Friday before), extensive advertising and free pizza led to a respectable turnout of about 120 people. With current president Linda Chappell and vice-president Doug Roberts moderating, the debate turned out to be both entertaining and informative.

The debate started with opening remarks by the five candidates: Bibi Jentof-Nilsen, Thu, Jim Burchett, Sam Weaver, and Jeff Flint.

In her opening statement, Bibi Jentof-Nilsen outlined her plan for the presidency: "making life easier for every student." She went on to describe her vision for ASCOT.

Then followed Thu Le who portrayed herself as a hard-working, well-organized candidate who spoke briefly on the issues and her experience on the Frosh Admissions Committee.

Next was Sam Weaver, who outlined his platform for campus housing, student government, and the President's Committee on Student Affairs.

Jeff Flint then started with opening remarks, describing his qualifications and his desire to "revitalize ASCOT.

The debate started with open-ended questions from the studio audience. Bibi and Thu both talked about some of their ideas such as Faculty Rotation, research dissemination, and the Mentor program.

Sam Weaver gave the longest statement outlining many of his proposals for the presidency such as the budget, president's committee, and details of a chartering his qualification and his desire to "revitalize ASCOT.

The debate continued with Thu Le who addressed specific proposals, Jeff Flint decided to address the leadership structure and his own opening statement.

After the opening statements, Doug and Jeff then started the discussion with three prepared questions: which clubs should be funded, what to do with the money left over from the last ASCOT BOD, and what was the one thing they wanted to accomplish as president.

On the question of which clubs should be funded, each candidate all expressed interest in setting up some sort of guidelines for club funding.

The money question brought a little more controversy. Thu, Sam, and Jeff all mentioned the need for a new vehicle. Bibi suggested the funds be used for bus events and equipment such as a video camera. Jim felt that an intercampus party should be given priority.

The final "organized question" gave each of the candidates a chance to state his or her priorities. Jim felt it was time to get people out and become more involved. Thu felt a need to improve on student facilities and described the use of number of Institute-owned spaces available.

After this past five or six years, the total number of undergraduates has increased from about 10-15 students per year. At the same time, the number of on-campus spaces has decreased (11 lost since 1982) due to the building of computer rooms, the conversion of doubles to singles and the remodeling of the student housing.

Off-campus, the new Beckman Institute has taken away 20 spaces, bringing about similar results: an unsatisfactory loss in undergraduate housing.

After listening 33 off-campus spaces and the Institute has gained 103-106 other spaces in the same period. Yet an increase in the number of new spaces is still not a large part to more freshmans and senior housing, which has diminished the impact of this gain.

To elaborate on the subject, the Master's Office does not have a fixed system for assigning off-campus housing. Instead, it is based on the idea that if this is that even if a group of people wish to live off-campus together, they are not guaranteed to get into the same house. Libin believes that the Master's Office should be more flexible.

Another problem exists in the displacement of graduate students for undergraduate housing. Says Susan Berkley, assistant to the Master, "Whenever we're faced with a housing situation problem, we just grab from grad housing. That's not a solution."

Although the housing office helps to place the graduate students, Linda Chappell of the housing office comments, "There remains a basic policy difference between undergraduates and graduates. Most notably, undergraduates are guaranteed housing while graduates are not.

The acquisition of graduate housing by undergraduates is only a temporary solution to the housing problem. As enrollment increases and more students are displaced, the Institute is looking for a more thorough resolution to the problem.

An Eighth House

The Student-Faculty Committee is considering one such long-term solution—the idea of an eighth house. It sees two possibilities: either turning Marks and Braun into a combined new building, or building a new complex, possibly at the current site of Winnet Student Center.

An eighth house would help alleviate much of the strain faced by the current houses. Moreover, it would increase the potential to anchor off-campus to make room for incoming freshmen.

To complicate the situation, the Master's Office does not have a fixed system for assigning off-campus housing. Instead, it is based on the idea that if this is that even if a group of people wish to live off-campus together, they are not guaranteed to get into the same house. Libin believes that the Master's Office should be more flexible.
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The acquisition of graduate housing by undergraduates is only a temporary solution to the housing problem. As enrollment increases and more students are displaced, the Institute is looking for a more thorough resolution to the problem.
The following is a heavily condensed version of the first annual ASCIT presidential debate which occurred on Sunday Jan. 24 [see related article pg. 1]. Due to space constraints, only the statements of Jim Burleigh and Sam Weaver are included. These statements were edited for clarity and brevity—never the less, we believe this to be representative of their actual statements— the editors.

Opening remarks: Jim Burleigh: During the past couple of years, I've worked with many of the people in the different houses, and many of the different people in administrative positions and faculty, and I've seen some things that bother me a little bit that I'd like to change.

One of the biggest things that I've seen is a bit of apathy in the social half of our life here. When we run into these problems, we can't neglect the other half of our existence here at Tech.

Social half of our life here. We can't neglect the other half of our existence here at Tech, if anybody's really in- terested in the Tech, if anybody's really in- terested. And if we care about the Tech, if anybody's really in- terested, I think we should do more than just sit here, and see if we can arrange some sort of system rotating through the houses, to get people from all the houses, and meet more people, and that way we can discuss more with them and solve our various problems, and to find out what we have right there.

I've been suggested before, and something I'd like to continue, are talks about research possibilities. If we were to collect different people from various op- tions that need people to do research for them, and have them give a five minute speech before a group like this, all of you, we would have different research possibilities. Then afterwards, we could have a rotation, get a research sort, mingle with them, and you could talk about many different ones, and get various ideas about different research possibilities.

And finally, there's another project that I've come up with. The Alumni Committee has a plan that they call the Mentor Program. It would work similar to our faculty advisers, except this would be an advisor, an alumni, who would work one on one with individual students. You could go out to din- ner, discuss your future, or just be going on in the real world out there, who classes would help you when you beyond Caltech, and so on. These are some of the possibilities that I'd like to consider in my presidency, and I feel that I could do the job very, very well.

Sam Weaver: Hello. I'd like to do something real quick about the TQFR.

The TQFR has been beaten to death, I think. The debate is a good idea, and I think we should do that. And I think that's something I'd like to continue, and I think that's something I'd like to change about the way ASCIT runs.

When a good idea like this is bandied about, not everybody thinks about it beforehand, of course. Everybody knows when the presidential elections were going to be, and if we had all sat down as the BOD and talked about the fact that we probably could have come up with this and publicized it a little bit more, and put pressure on them to do it. As is, I was thinking this was a good idea, and it is going to set the tone for future things. I think we should discuss this.

This is just the kind of thing that I think I could change if I were elected president.

The budget meeting is another one. If you read my statement, I think a lot of times, the ASCIT has gone into the budget meeting without a proper plan. How are they going to give out their money to clubs, and that's something I would change.

The TQFR has to be addressed here. It has to be a couple of ways. It has to be planned, and that's been worked on for a while. But it's just been only going on in the real world out there, who classes would help you when you beyond Caltech, and so on.

So, I think, that the clubs that should be funded are the ones that the Tech, the ones that are really important. I don't think that you should take the money away from you know that you're not the only one supporting them, and want and get other funding from other places.
Rashomon Develops Themes

by James Shih

The story goes, something like this: the top executives at Daiei Film were puzzled when a French delegation requested them to enter Akira Kurosawa’s Rashomon into the 1951 Venice Film Festival. How, they supposedly asked, could foreigners understand, much less judge, a Japanese film made for Japanese audiences? Besides, why did Kurosawa? The film was confusing enough that interpreters had to be brought in after each screening to explain to the audience what they had just seen.

The film was eventually entered. It won the Grand Prize at the Festival. Kurosawa became famous. And Japanese Cinema was introduced to the western world. The plot of Rashomon, this week’s Cinematech movie, was adapted from a short story by the famous Japanese writer Tynosuke Akiyizawa. A noble man was found dead in the woods by a woodcutter. His ravishing wife was raped by a bandit. The short story consists of four reconstructions of the event by the characters involved.

In this respect, Rashomon allows for interesting character studies. The conflicting testimonies did not arise from attempts to evade responsibility. In fact, both the bandit and the wife claimed themselves to be the murderer, while the noble man (talking through a medium) told the story of his suicide.

The audience is led to believe that each version told is really as survival, of morality and reality, and of faith and cynicism are presented with piercing executions so characteristic of the master craftsman in modern cinema. While the main story in the film was interesting in its own right, the prologue and epilogue, in which the story of the samurai and the old woman is acted out with different characters, is something one can not easily forget.

Kurosawa, however, drew from this: the top executives at Daiei group has to be selected for our TV presentation, and win up to $100,000. The more OUTRAGEOUS your idea, the better chance you or your group has to be selected for our TV presentation, and win up to $25,000! Submit your OUTRAGEOUS act to:

FTP/LGTV
1717 N. Highland, Suite 902
Hollywood, Ca. 90028

Your Outrageous act may not be illegal or involve risk of personal injury. Selection of contestants and ideas are at the sole discretion of the producers. All ideas become the property of FTP/LGTV. This notice is void where prohibited or otherwise restricted by law.

Laugh at Good Morning Vietnam

by David Phillips

In Good Morning, Vietnam, Robin Williams plays an Air Force disc jockey transferred to Vietnam. He brings humor and rock music to an otherwise dry and "Frank Sinatra" filled Armed Forces radio station. He is, of course, attacked by the commander of the radio station who does not take kindly to his presence.

While the movie is principally a comedy, the story develops around his friendship with a Vietnamese kid whose sister he is interested in. We see the interaction between the two societies as Williams takes the boy to a bar where American soldiers drink and the boy treats Williams to a meal from a Vietnamese street vendor. Williams even gets to teach a Vietnam family how to play baseball.

He also constantly questions the wisdom of the Army and how it runs the radio station. The Army doesn’t care. While there are no brilliant new solutions or even new complaints about the Army, his jokes and interactions with the regular army around the station make the cliches worth hearing.

The problems of war and the differences between societies provide a good contrast to the constant jokes coming from Robin Williams. It works well to keep one laughing while thinking that this is merely Williams doing a stand-up routine.

I greatly enjoyed Good Morn­
ning, Vietnam. Robin Williams at his best in this movie and kept me in stitches throughout. While the movie revolves around Williams in front of the radio microphone, the supporting cast was outstanding, too. I highly recommend Good Morning, Vietnam. Go see it, tonight.

The Crocodile Cafe is located at 140 S. Lake. The restaurant has valet parking and free parking in the rear.

Crocodile Cafe Offers Pleasant Food, Ambience

by Alecia Chen

Upon entering the Crocodile Cafe, we immediately noted that the restaurant catered to yuppies. The setting appeared casual and comfortable, yet also modern.

The meal itself was good, but after a 30 minute wait, the hostess seated us at a table located in the restaurant's outdoor patio. My first thought turned to the possibil­

ity of being extremely cold. To my relief, space heaters, placed above the tables, kept us sufficiently warm. For an evening meal at the Crocodile Cafe, I highly recom­mend asking for a table on the patio.

The meal itself was good, but the portions served could stand to be larger. I ordered the spaghetti with sausage. My companion had the fettucini. Needless to say, the spaghetti was good. Not as good as the R.E.M. "beer-drinking" anthems. Not as good as their best song, "The Ledge," is about suicide.

1. The Lonesome Jubilee, by John Cougar Mellencamp
Great heartland rock. This man speaks for the farmer with an elo­quence not surpassed this side of Willy Nelson.
2. Document, by R.E.M.
These guys keep getting better.
3. I'll Feel Like I'm Dying, by Robin Williams doing a stand-up routine.

The Crocodile Cafe is located at 140 S. Lake. The restaurant has valet parking and free parking in the rear.
Singing Valentine
Love appreciated?
Wants to be ignored?
Adviser feel slighted?
We’re out of sight!
Send ’em a singing valentine to express your feelings. Caltech Sweet Ads (Women’s Barberousse Quartet). $5 students. $10 family and staff. Call Mary Anne at 673-4644. Announcements delivered Friday, Feb. 12.
Free Chamber Concert
Caltech students will present another in their winter series of chamber music concerts Saturday, January 30 at 8:00 p.m. in RAMO Auditorium. Admission is free and a reception will follow the concert. Students from PA 31 will play for flute quartet, oboes and English horn, recorder quintet, brass quintet, string trio, and Beethoven’s Septet in E-Flat.
Cambridge Buskers
Michael Coppley and Day Ingram, otherwise known as the Cambridge Buskers, will perform everything from Mozart to Scott Joplin, using an accordion and 20 other wind instruments. Admission: $1.50-15.00. CIT Faculty and staff, TCHTHEC, dual-prize ticketing and CIT student rush tickets at $6.00 each go on sale today from noon to 4:30 pm in the Caltech Ticket Office. Call 6282 for information.
Fiddling for Water Buffalo
When the only rules are the laws of science.
When teamwork and individual effort co-exist in an atmosphere of mutual trust. When the nation, and your career, can soar.
Computer systems. Our unique printer technology encompasses non-linear magnetics, differential design, VLSI design and software design. We’re the greatest educational, cultural and recreational nerve and conveniently taped in Florida).
If you’re given the freedom to be creative?
Printronix is also a company with an entrepreneurial spirit and the rewards that go with it. Then see your Campus Placement Office to arrange an interview. Or send your resume to Employment At The Red Door
Workplace positions are available at the Red Door Call for Tuesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons. Hours are 2 to 6 p.m. $10.00 to start. Please come by and leave your name on sign-up sheets if you are interested.
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS February 8th
Printronix The first line in printers.
Rashomon at Cinematech
Kurosawa’s Rashomon will be featured in this week’s Cinematech. Winner of the Grand Prix in the 1951 Venice Film Festival, the movie tells the story of a murder and a rape through the conflicting testimonies of the characters involved. The screening will be Saturday, Jan. 30 at 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 pm in the Baker Lecture Hall. Admission charge will be $1.00 per person.
Second Term Film Series
In conjunction with H-131: History Through Film, Professor Robert Rosenzweig will be screening a series of excellent feature-length films at 7:30 pm Wednesday evenings in Baxter Lecture Hall. These screenings are open to members of the Caltech community. There is no admission charge. The film for February 3 will be The Killing Floor (USA-1986), made for American Playhouse.
Chess Club
Don’t be misled by the little c, we are meeting in Clubroom A, which is in the basement under Fleming House. The time is still Monday at 7:30 pm. Come on by and take out your frustrations on someone else’s king. For more information contact Matt at 336-9208.
continued on page 9
More Inside World

from page 5

fish: "Only dead and dying Darbs (ala Ph98) are to be placed in the hot tub.

The word of the day is "wrestling, just wrestling." —Neo Constand and Moonfish

Dubnyk: Results are just in from election central. The new president of Dubnyk House is Danny Rusnak. In his inaugural address he stated that the first person to yell "Stand up" during dinner announcements will get a personal dinner with the president of the Empire. Remember the glory buckets during rotations?

In a surprising come from behind victory Al beat Rahul, Ani, and Manoosh for the contested title of House Indian. After seeing this fine example of equal opportunity elections, connection, to curry, to say, damn, etc., is to damn right and left. A clipped form, used as a curse or intensive. An expression of anger, annoyance, disappointment, etc. The saying of 'damn' as a curse.

Note: This is not to be confused with "damn," which is: "a female parent: used of beasts, particularly quadrupeds." (Ask Frank "Louder and Funnier" Vasquez and the Queen of Gandrudians about this shape...)

Useful Sex Advice: The girl or guy doesn't actually have to be 18. If your ages are within two years (say, 17 and 19) it’s legal. (Right, Linda?) You may wonder how I know this or why I care. Well, I'm not telling. Go read the Ricketts Inside World if you want endless gooey installment.

John and Janine had a bold 'Tye diabetic shower Monday night, but John got done early, so he left...with Janine's clothes.

Bill the Freshman trains the Bird and the Bees "Well, birds don't have [phallic] and bees only have one female." Thank you, Q-tip.

Oh, a tip for you cladless folk, lock, or at least close, your doors when you go to a physics help session. And don't drink yellow milk. Or green milk. Or blue milk. Drink the red milk, but only with beef.

The freshmen seem to be the most generally intelligent class, floating through class all 103 times last Wednesday. Look for Sophomores For Night at the R.A.'s. And the seniors are still lame beasts. But they're still better than fresh.

By the way, has anyone seen Steve Clomed's sideburns? He seems to have misplaced them. Oh, that reminds me. I've got two tickets to the D.S. Wood concert last Friday. If you want them, let me know. Rob William need not apply."

Well, let's end this week's Inside World with the latest work by Alley Fieve's poet laureate:

"Oh to Fresh

Fresh are tame

Undoubtedly.

Can't they do anything right?

Kill the seniors.

—Neanderflern and Young Fanwone

Fleming Jr.: Juniors do not napkin, in the same way stupid they are. But let's hear it for fresh Solidarity. Ahhh, but a happy fresh is a wet fresh. And since I want to help the fresh happy with mid-term just around the bend, here are some problems for you to prepare for the tests.

AM595 math quiz for fresh:

The rate at which a fresh is frothy grows proportionally to the amount the fresh is general are frothy under normal conditions. However, the amount the fresh are frothy proportionally to the amount the fresh are frothy and the amount the uppersquare are bored. The equation governing the amount the uppersquare are bored is:

B(t) = B(0) + k * F(t)

Your mission, should you choose to accept, is to solve the equations to produce the following conditions: a) terminally frothy fresh b) terminally wet fresh c) Mildly doughy or d) a rampant period of frothiness with eventual recovery.

Hint quiz for fresh:

Name the author of this famous poem: We can not do anything in life except feel and think. For

Match the following:

Neanderflern

Tomb

Lonely and drunker

next ASC1T president

... is on Fire

wet

Winter

"Captain Zero"

Damage

Jim Burleigh

Futurish

Old officials and fresh

continued on page 8
The Fast Lane Is For Winners

ORACLE
The world's fastest growing software company and largest vendor of database management software and services

THE PAST
Oracle Corporation's revenues have more than doubled in nine of our ten fiscal years (the other year we grew 91%). This unprecedented growth is the direct result of the focused efforts of our unparalleled, company-wide team of super-achievers.

THE PRESENT
A 1987 Software News survey ranks Oracle as the ONLY top-five supplier of software for mainframes, minicomputers and personal computers. ORACLE, our SQL-based, relational database management system, and our family of application development tools and decision support products are emerging as industry standards for every class of computer.

THE FUTURE
If you are accustomed to success with an uncommon insistence on doing everything well, you can become part of this growth. We are recruiting now to staff our expansion of service and product offerings around the world. Join Oracle's team and help us continue our record of success.

We are recruiting for positions in Marketing, Consulting, Development, Finance, International and other areas within Oracle. If you are interested in opportunities at Oracle, please call or write:

Larry Lynn
Oracle Corporation
20 Davis Drive
Belmont, California 94002
415 / 598 / 8163 or 8124
Yet More Inside World

from page 6

(four out of five fresh originally tested couldn't do the original version, so we had to make it easier.)

We'll soon mark the last night of nominations, although the inside world was due too soon to have any interesting or important information on that. However, perhaps, now's my chance to get up on soap box, and sneak in a few campaign slogans. For instance, if elected Nahlhah Till I make you wait and see. ASCIT presidential runoffs are today. Get out and vote RED, Fleming, for the candidate's chics. Inside sources have leaked the following confirmed preview of his acceptance speech. Throat, perry, Wale.

Vote EARLY, Vote OFTEN!

Lloyd: Excitement builds as elections approach—(murmur) don't forget to run all you continuing inmates. Remember Superpoll 22, sponsored by Giezen, Inc., in association with the Lloyd Inside World, approaches rapidly. Enter ear- ly and only. Make sure to attract your humorous (or poigniant—we have emo- tions, too) comments and anecdotes relating to the Superpool (by any stretch of the imagination). These will be used as tie-breakers if need be. All submissions become property of Lloyd Inside World. Our campus burst of sports creativity (witness Amy Friebe, Kickball, Alex Seever, Wiffle Ball, etc.) was recently blessed with perhaps the greatest sensation of all, a new mania for the 90's, the truly exciting, truly inspired game of Gieze-ball. In light of this breakthrough development it is interesting to ponder the fu- ture of the game and possible alternatives.

Dig-ball—A mysterious and spooky game involving yo-yos, combination locks, and the anomalous behavior favored by mild-mannered master of the be- zarre, Craig Sosin.

Able-ball—An ugly, degenerate form of Gieze-ball where Larry Able's whines rule instead of the actual act on the floor.

Jeri-ball—Played with an air guitar and protective denim gear. Jeri-ball is fun for the whole family and certainly does not reflect any insecurity surrounding a suffering macho image.

Roo-ball—Does not actually require a ball as this just detracts from the brutal, human projectile action. Two-wheeled vehicles add speed and excite- ment.

Ugh-ball, Nax-ball—Sports designed for mighty women, taller than trees.

Lim-ball—This grand, majestic test of the human spirit is only for the truly brave, impervious, godlike selves such as would be ready to courageously challenging it.

Capillary-ball—Gruesome version of Gieze-ball in which razor-wielding competitors skate on a thin film of human blood.

Space-ball—A commercialization of a very bad movie.

Gass-ball—Players are forced to dodge high-speed frisbees during live play.

Knocking John's glasses off scores a "Super Gass" worth two points.

Hill-ball—An almost impossible version of Gieze-ball played on a 75 degree slope. Enthusiasm undiminished, Sean Hillyard plants himself at the bottom and inflicts solid hits on those who lose their balance.

Paul-ball—Only to be played by swarthy, hirsute, cartilaginous genetic ac- cidents.

Joe-ball—Sounds like "Joe Hall."

Gimme da-ball—Might only be played with Pope Wiltse. Pope must shoot, Pope must score. Pope's team wins or it's a do-over.

Aaahhh-ball—Players must not sweat, breathe or accelerate abruptly. Strict weight minimization must be observed.

Veh-ball—Attention focuses on post-game celebration featuring wine, wom- en, and songs.

Funk-ball—Stalwart competitors blast around a polished lead sphere, and enthralled spectators cheer "Mooose!" on scores.

Hill-ball—Traditional Jago-Borvatus winter sport. Participants roll dawn- hill, accumulating a protective icy sheath, colliding at the bottom to battle and vie for position on goal.

Earl-ball—A ballet of titanic mazes whose gravitational effects dominate planet.

Watch for news and updates here, our official Gieze-ball source—challenge info and all-star team are forthcoming.

Ricketts: Frame House News

Karron Short on Cuck—Eating Nutritious Food

Katryn was seen scouring the kitchen in search of junk food Thursday. For- merly a star of the Ricketts House Suckers, she is now the world wide web's only reliable source of junk food news.

Meera S. has been living in the Frame House since October. However, she is not seen, unless she is being visited by one of her friends: Joe, Satori or Sandy. She seems to do very little cooking. Yesterday, we were allowed into her room to view the romantic scene of a short female leaving the bathroom with a towel on her head—in the early afternoon. Witnesses believe that she is indeed Meera, and that she wanted to show up for showers without resorting to those phone calls.

Brett Receives Letter From Friend

Brett's anxiety was relieved Thursday when he found a letter in his mail- box from Carla Carra, his wife-to-be. The letter was alleged to contain the wedding vows. However, he declared our offer to go shopping at Ralphs, citing a lack of funds.

Meera Seen Emerging From Shower

Meera S. has been living in the Frame House since October. However, she is not seen, unless she is being visited by one of her friends: Josh, Satori or Sandy. She seems to do very little cooking. Yesterday, we were allowed into her room to view the romantic scene of a short female leaving the bathroom with a towel on her head—in the early afternoon. Witnesses believe that she is indeed Meera, and that she wanted to show up for showers without resorting to those phone calls.
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Who Do You Call When You Want To Identify A Soccer Ball From 22,300 Miles In Space?

A company called TRW. Here's the story.

The U.S. Air Force asked us to build a ground-based, laser-electro-optical surveillance system that could identify an object in space from 22,300 miles away.

We did it, using 3 telescopes and a large computer.

Then they told us to build four more.

Quite a feat, but it's just one example of TRW's impact on the future.

TRW's involvement in baseball moves to a whole new level of opportunity in microelectronics, high energy lasers, large software systems, communications, and scientific spacecraft. If you're majoring in engineering, computer science, math, or physics, and want to put your learning to work in the cutting edge of tomorrow's technology, it's never too soon to talk. Tomorrow is shaping up at a company called TRW.

If you are unable to see us in our campus career fair, please send your resume to: TRW, College Relations, E2/4000, One Space Park, Redondo Beach, CA 90278.

Because Anywhere Else Is Yesterday.

Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/H/V

For Most Positions

TRW will be on campus February 9-10, 1988. See your college placement office to sign-up.

A Company Called TRW

TRW is the name and name of TRW Inc.
Women Get Kicks, Lose
by Shin Gard

In ninety intense minutes last Sunday, the Caltech women's soccer team proved to be a stable and solid competitor. In their first game of the season, they took a loss of 1-3 against the Spinoffs, a "well-seasoned" team in the league. The game began with the other team's offense taking control and putting pressure on Caltech's defense. As the game progressed, however, Caltech began to exert its own pressure on the offensive. Becky Valentine, the team's coach, said, "It was the first time that everyone had worked together. Under those conditions, they performed admirably."

The highlight of the game occurred when Zhaoping Li, left half-forward, scored again thoroughly outplayed USC at the half. This beating led to the final score of 1-3 against the Spinoffs, a "well-organized" team in the league. In the beginning of the second half, however, Caltech's offense and defense were both excellent as they quickly raised the Caltech's half-line lead of seven points. At this point, the whole Caltech team, except Jason Karceski, became cold, and Caltech slowly pulled away. Jason, by the way, scored twelve of his team's points high in the second as his excellent offense and defense kept Caltech in the game.

The Friday-the-22nd massacre was followed by a Wednesday night walking as the Beavers again thoroughly outplayed USC at their home court in Pasadena. The Beavers stomped on USC 4-2.

The Caltech pucksters hit the Pickwick Ice Arena in Burbank. The game started off on a bad note as USC scored the first goal one minute into the contest. Caltech followed this with two and a half periods of brilliant hockey, highlighted by Martine Brouillette's four goals and superb action by Ted Kanterdjieff.

Caltech dominated the game allowing USC only seven shots on goal to their 32. The only penalty of the game, due to the lack of refereeing, was a two minute minor called by Jim Bower for high sticking.

The revenge, for those of you who don't remember, was desired for an incident which caused Caltech's basketball season to end twelve minutes too early last season.

Hockey Ambushes USC
by Crush Urr Mann

The Caltech pucksters hit the ice last Friday night in front of a record crowd of around fifty spirited fans. The fans were treated to a game well worth the ticket price as the Beavers mauled USC 11-1.

The game started off on a bad note as USC scored the first goal one minute into the contest. Caltech followed this with two and a half periods of brilliant hockey, highlighted by Martine Brouillette's four goals and superb action by Ted Kanterdjieff.

Caltech dominated the game allowing USC only seven shots on goal to their 32. The only penalty of the game, due to the lack of refereeing, was a two minute minor called by Jim Bower for high sticking.

The Friday-the-22nd massacre was followed by a Wednesday night walking as the Beavers again thoroughly outplayed USC at their home court in Pasadena. The Beavers stomped on USC 4-2.

The Caltech team hoped to give their respect to Bill Gustafson, the pummeled player, by humiliating Occidental in the next game against the Tigers. Sorry Bill, but the closest we came to humiliating Oxy was a thundering dunk by a freshman who has never even met you, Bill Swanson.

Academy Barber Shop
27 No. Catalina, Pasadena
Open Tues.-Sat., 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
449-1681

Defeat Bids Adieu to Zanelli
by Air Ball

Caltech's basketball team continues in its slump as it dropped league games to rivals Claremont-Mudd and Occidental. The Claremont-Mudd game Friday marked the final appearance of Rich Zanelli at Caltech's Scott Brown Gymnasium.

The Caltech team hoped to give Rich a resounding farewell in the guise of a strong Caltech victory. Early in the second half, such a farewell looked likely. In the end, however, Claremont pulled out a 48-41 victory. Caltech's defense was strong throughout the game, but its offense staggered at times in both halves.

At the beginning of the second half, however, Caltech's offense and defense were both excellent as they quickly raised Claremont's half-line lead of seven points. At this point, the whole Caltech team, except Jason Karceski, became cold, and Claremont slowly pulled away. Jason, by the way, scored twelve of his team's points high in the second as his excellent offense and defense kept Caltech in the game.

One would guess that talk of revenge against Occidental was responsible for the large crowd Tuesday for a Caltech league game yet this season (Thanks Linda). The revenge, for those of you who don't remember, was desired for an incident which caused Caltech's basketball season to end twelve minutes too early last season.

With twelve minutes remaining in last year's season finale, a minor skirmish broke out between an Oxy player and a Caltech player. This minor skirmish became a bench-clearing brawl when the Occidental coach struck an uninvolved Caltech player in the face. Occidental was forced to forfeit the game after their coach was ejected. Their coach was told that he probably shouldn't hit any more players.

That day, the underclassmen on the Caltech team vowed to show their respect to Bill Gustafson, the pummeled player, by humiliating Occidental in the next game against the Tigers. Sorry Bill, but the closest we came to humiliating Oxy was a thundering dunk by a freshman who has never even met you, Bill Swanson.

Other than Swanson's dunk, the highlights for Caltech were few, if at all existent. The team did play a respectable first half, but there are no words in the English language to describe the beating inflicted on the Beavers in the second half. This beating led to the final score of 62-25. Thanks again, Linda.
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Swimmers Make Waves Against Redlands

by S. P. Lash

Last Saturday's swimmers hovered above the water on numbered platforms as the starter cried out, "Take your marks." BANG!! Then the Caltech men's swim team let Redlands have it.

Brian Hayes started things off destroying the competition in the 100-yard freestyle, swimming the second fastest 1000 in Caltech history, with a time of 10:23.84. Of the meet's twelve events the Beavers captured ten first places.

The winners included Chris Edgington (100 free, 100 breast), David Geraghty (50 free), Ben Finley (100 I.M.), Barry Nippe (100 fly), Robert Young (1M diving) and Brian Hayes (1000 free and 100 back). The final score was Caltech 124, Redlands 28.

The women's team also battled the Redlands Bulldogs but not to the same results. Being outnumbered and a little slower, the Techners put some spirited races together led by Margi Pollack's 32-second drop in the 1000-yard freestyle, Izumi Yayoi (100 free time of 1:10.29) and Katryn Wiese (200 IM of 2:33.18). Betina Pavi surpised everyone with a big drop in the 50 yard freestyle to 38.45.

The final results of Caltech 36, Redlands 118 were just good enough to capture the Coed Crown, Caltech 160, Redlands 146.

A big thanks goes out to all the people that came out to the meet to watch the effort. Also, after press.

WEEKLY SPORTS CALENDAR

Day   Date     Time     Sport         Opponent         Location
Fri.  1-29     2:30 pm  Baseball     La Verne JV     Caltech
Fri.  1-29     7:30 pm  Basketball   Whittier JV     La Verne
Sat.  1-30     10:00 am  Fencing      USC, SDSU, CSULB  Caltech
Sat.  1-30     10:00 am  Swimming     Occidental      Occidental
Sat.  1-30     11:00 am  Tennis (W)  Christ College  Caltech
Sun.  1-31     11:00 am  Soccer (W)  Bakers       Caltech
Sun.  2-1      3:00 pm  Baseball     Pomaas-Pitzer JV Caltech
Sun.  2-1      3:00 pm  Baseball     Christ College  Caltech
Wed.  2-2      3:00 pm  Tennis (W)  Pomaas-Pitzer JV Caltech
Wed.  2-2      3:00 pm  Tennis (W)  Cal State Northridge #2 Caltech
Wed.  2-2      3:00 pm  Tennis (W)  Cal State Ice Center Caltech
Wed.  2-2      6:30 pm  Swimming     Occidental & UCLA Caltech
Sat.  2-3      10:00 am  Fencing      Cal State Long Beach Caltech
Sat.  2-3      11:00 am  Tennis (W)  Mt. St. Mary's          Caltech
Sun.  2-4      12 noon   Soccer (W)  PCC, B.B.C. Caltech
Sun.  2-4      1:30 pm  Tennis (W)  Our Gang            Caltech
Sun.  2-4      9:00 am  Soccer (W)  Caltech

This beautifully executed dive did not win the swim meet for the Caltech girls Sat., but did help capture the Coed Crown.

time the team met Colorado College on Thursday, and will face its conference foe Occidental on Saturday at 11:00 am at Oxy. That meet will be important to Caltech, holding onto its third place position in the SCIAC conference. For the past two years, the Techners have inched Oxy out for the third place finish, much to the embarrassment of the Tigers. This year Occidental has recruited a strong crew of freshmen, including the brother of Caltech water polo player Mark Holdsworth. So come out and cheer on the underdogs!

Ye Olde Even More Inside World

Once again, the fine Ricketts House social team bridged the gap between alumni and students. The Alumni Bridge Tournament and BBQ sponsored the inquiry of Saturday afternoon. Few people who attended only the BBQ could imagine how well the bridge tournament went. The winning bridge [insert your own funny comment about smell here]

Stephen Farris (who you probably remember as the runner-up for house virgin two years ago) was the reason it was so much fun. Luckily some people are (but, unfortunately...and now back to your regularly scheduled sentence)...have recently been revealed as a dope rapist, gun kicking, child mauling, dog smoking arms dealer in Central America. As an employee of the Nicaraguan government, he has tried to kill all the major Contra forces (sympathizers) with weapons systems, including machine guns, tank rounds, deflated four-square balls, and videotapes of The Kaok M24 Lectures, in return for 30 tons of BIC food, the cases of strawberries and Emotion Lotus, and, if we're lucky, half of the Ricketts House social team. This story broke when the National Enquirer revealed Steve's drug-related affairs with Fenna Hall (the snail!).

Nicaignan President Daniel Ortega claimed to know nothing about the deal, saying "Farris isn't that a rate at an amusement park?"

The Big Maroon Machine rolls on. The Source ultimate team squashed the Red Blotch in Monday night's game. Rickest's effect the weapon seemed to be the sinuses limits of Sexy Legs Wa, which left distracted, but delighted, Phlegms in their wake. The game's final score remains a mystery, as the scorekeeper was washed away when the sprinklers came on.

Other Naughty Bits: Lisa G. is quite upset that her tangerine Emotion Lotus doesn't work on Dan as well as Lauren's kumquat Joy Jelly. Mark P. has complained that he can't get excited anymore. Perhaps Lisa G. should borrow some Joy Jelly from Lauren. A certain baby-blue clad Syran Scott seems to have caught the eye of a certain house officer. She not only leaves suggestive messages on his answering machine, but also announces to the entire house that she considers him as cute as a baby's bottom. Rich prefers a minty flavor over the fruity tastes mentioned above.

—The Ed! Cook-Man and the Great Neck Strangler

Ruddock: Hello, we are Spuds and the ultimate guy. Today's opener is Top Ten Flims or Social Diseases.

1. Goobers
2. Matt Himmelstein
3. Melissa Kowalski
4. Kevin Curtis
5. Herpes
6. Adam Slavic
7. Syphilis
8. Scott Moserovich
9. AIDS
10. Brain Damage

Good morning, campers, a lot has happened in Ruddock lately. We'll tell you about it while the new Vory and new President work closely together to ease their pain.

First, we had an election, and here is the new Ruddock Royal Family:

President: Betty Andrews
Vice President: Milton Tinkoff
Secretary: Brain Patterson
Treasurer: Paul Bonfant
Social Team: Dave Carter, Mitch Leoscher, and Annette Papadopoulos
Athletic Team: Ahmed Abd Allah, Kibler Camacho, and Mike Freeman
Librarian: Ted Mlynar

Second, we royally kicked Fleming's in disco football! Even so, we planning to protest the fact that the Flens didn't protest the first half (before which there was no score) and protested the second half (when they were losing). What a FINE display of sportsmanship, Flems.

Second, we played Brown Ball with the Pigeons on Saturday afternoon. Why did Jamaal keep hitting Larry Flinn? Could it be that Jamaal found a new infatuation? Sorry, Cameron. Also, does Eric Scharin know which house he's in or has he sucked down one too many happy bags?

The ping pong tournament continues. Will Cheng, Hungse, or Greg emerge as the victor? Why hasn't Yayoi moved in with Jeanette? It must be that she prefers the privacy (as does Meaten). Is Diana the CCF mother or a Roman Catholic? Stay tuned for the answers to these and other questions in forthcoming episodes.

Quote of the week: Amy says, "...just 'cause you can't have kids [Ed]." (Yes, but can Marty?)

Rumor of the week: Joe loves whitefish; he used to love yellowtail, but now he loves whitefish.
Debate, cont.

from page 2
criterion are here listed, and you could also
to decide who should be funded.

Jim: I think the most important things to consider for any budget meeting are a list of all the various gifts and
money that they are going to need. Various clubs will need more money than others. Some clubs might get a large amount of people in it, but doesn't use the same amount of money. And then the clubs that get a few people
have a disproportionate distribution of this money.

Jim: So I think what is most important is to decide who should be funded. I think one of the most important
things is to redirect these people to the people who should be funded.

Jim: And then when once you decided can you look at also the number of people in the club. And when the deciding money this
And the clubs that are active and the more reasonable
the first things, I will look at the various teams of various houses, and the
each of the various houses, and the

Sam: The van that we already have is definitely going to stay because there is a fund set up for replacing the van when it dies so the idea of getting another van is good. I think that what we should look at is another vehicle. I am not going to argue for a van, because there is one currently when people are asking for money.

Jim: And the clubs that are active and have a very good track record with participation, and activities, and various gifts and money. And I think that should be decided among the BOD members and find a little bit as to be more active and the more reasonable clubs.

And then when you decided can you look at also at the number of people in the club for the money that the clubs are going to need.

CLASSIFIED ADS

HELP WANTED!

MALE STUDENTS WANTED! University students as sperm donors for California's largest sperm bank. Earn $70-105/week. 213-553-3270

MALE STUDENTS WANTED!

FOR SALE-

RUSH CONCERT TICKETS, February 4 at 8 p.m. Floor Seats. Los Angeles. $40. Call Jonathan 578-9368. Leave message.

LOST & FOUND-

PINK PEARL EARRING found. Call Elaine White seat & handle bars. Book rack. Lost on the way home from work.
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